Mission Statement
The art installation team of
The Smokebrush Foundation led by the Creative
Direction of Kat Tudor has been supplying and
enlightening the Southern Colorado public for over 20
years. Our work materializes itself in forms that
bewilder, amuse, and inspire. Outdoors you can see
our Uncle Wilber Fountain in downtown Colorado
Springs and the Quarters For Conservation token
booths at the Cheyenne Mountain Zoo (a project led
by inventor and artist Bob Tudor) Also downtown,
The Cubical Cactus and Alan’s Odd Duck have
complimented one of the most sophisticated and
amazing outdoor fountains in the country. Indoors
our installations have been seen in galleries all over
the state and often at the Colorado Springs Fine Arts
Center. On the road, or in a parade, you may see our
drivable, giant toaster, or possibly a pop up Tesla
event in a park. Our mediums are many and our
themes are endless. Whether painting, playing homemade instruments, incorporating the healing arts,
creating two-handed drawings, or changing the way
we use objects, whatever we do is guaranteed to be
exciting and fun. Please consider us for this amazing
opportunity to replace the Canon Avenue trees with
something not only reminiscent of their history but in
celebrating of their beauty.



The blue prints and layout of the installation location.



The trees will be 12 to 16 feet tall
with a canopy, cleverly designed
from old garage door springs, that
will provide shade during the day
and will have hundreds of bright
LED lights to create unique and
interactive light shows at night.

There will be creative benches
worked into the base to provide
comfort and encourage people
to stay and play with all the
different interactive
components of the sculpture,
get immersed in a magical
world of creativity, and
discover the secrets hidden
throughout the piece!

Materials
For this build we plan on using:
•
•
•
•
•

Concrete
Strong Metals
Clear resins
Plastic Tubing
LED Lights

The photo on the right
shows a beautiful example of the resin
we will be using called Crystal Clear
from Smooth-On. This is “Breath” by
Joan Benefiel, formerly located on the
corner of Tejon and Moreno streets in
downtown Colorado Springs. This
example demonstrates the transparency
and workability of the resin, and how
light directly effects the way it looks.

Materials Continued
•

The concrete will serve as the base and support system with giant metal poles
placed deep in the ground to counter-balance the weight of the sculpture. The
concrete will form the benches as well as house all the electrical components for
easy maintenance, but do so in a way that seamlessly blends with the layer of
resin. This layer also holds the potential to house different sized planters for real
plants to grow.

• The layer of resin will be above the concrete and will make the faces, details , and
the heart connecting the two trees and will have LED lights below the surface to
create brilliant color changing effects which is key for the sound and touch parts of
the sculpture. The objects that can be touched will be made of this as well.
• The Canopy will be made of metal having the garage springs meticulously welded
together with tube LED lights running with the circles of the springs creating a
shaded area as well as a place people can enjoy making the lights change patterns
by movement, sound and touch.

Illustrated Concept Art

This a
conceptual model created to show
scale and possible layout of the
piece. Keep in mind this is one
side and the other tree will be a
mirror of the first with different
details. The concrete forms the
benches that look like roots and or
tree stumps, the mushrooms
represent possible interactive
“drums” or can be removed to
make tables, or planters. The
tree’s face will be made of resin as
will the layer above the head.
Both concrete and resin will have
tubes of LEDs running through
them that will all connect to the
computer behind the trunk in a
locked concrete box, making it
easy to access to program.

Revolutionary LED Lights
To make this piece as
interactive and magical as possible we
will be using special LED lights that
can be programed to specific patterns
or can be set to pick up sound
frequencies making it react to music,
talking or the vibrations from touch.
This will create an element to the
sculpture that will keep people
engaged and wanting to interact
more. The lights and microphones will
be protected by being embedded into
the concrete and resin in special
double layered tubes, which will
provide protection from the elements
as well as make it easy to replace if
tech were to go out. By having these
lights we can set moods for Holidays
and special events happening in town.

Revolutionary LED Lights

Revolutionary LED Lights

Lighting Examples

These two pictures show an example of our double tubed protection
system for the LED lights, keeping them dry, warm, and away from
the publics’ curious hands.

The Canopy

This is a picture of the scale model of the trees, each individual
circle is welded to one another and connected by long curved pipe branches creating
a beautiful canopy providing shade and holding hundreds of LED lights.

The Canopy Continued
The side view of
the tree and the support system
without the layer of concrete and
resin showing the way the metals
will be positioned. The smaller
branches that hold the canopy
will all connect and be inserted
into the large metal tube, the large
metal tube is going to be dug into
the ground and covered in
concrete to be the base and
support for the whole sculpture.
The electronics will run between
the metals and the materials and
will be stored at the base of the
tree in a special easily to access
box. The faces and benches will be
positioned on the sides and front
creating a truly unique sculpture.

The Land As It Sits Today
Here are several pictures of the lot as it sits today, all evidence of the
trees eradicated by the city.

